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ABSTRACT

This research discusses astrological knowledge known by Javanese people. The focus of this research is to trace the position of Watugunung's story in the Babad Tanah Jawi. Of course this can be achieved through a search of the Watugunung story in various Javanese texts. The purpose of this study is to raise the function and philosophical meaning of the Watugunung story recorded in the Babad Tanah Jawi. This research uses a theoretical framework of literary and environmental literature, and sign theory, to see how humans acquire knowledge and convey that knowledge and its relation to human life itself. This study uses a qualitative research paradigm procedure. The results of the study show that, in reality, humans learn about the importance of the natural environment, family and society as well as their personalities. The natural environment is the highest center of life. Humans are obliged to learn to gain knowledge to properly manage the natural environment. Knowledge of the universe with its contents, is expected to be able to build the wisdom that exists in humans. Good knowledge shows that wisdom in humans can be built through various means. One of them is through stories. Stories can be arranged based on space, time and place. Knowledge of the natural environment that is aligned with the situation and conditions of the community can be used to convey, messages of local wisdom and even messages that are in harmony, harmony and balance build awareness that a story has a very deep function and philosophical meaning. That is why the Watugunung story recorded in the Babad Tanah Jawi is a portrait of the Javanese community's efforts to convey a message to respect and maintain the natural environment well.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Folklore is a story that originates from a particular community and developed in the past and is well known today[1]. In general, folklore is a cultural heritage that provides information on people's identity and the way of thinking of society [2]. That is why there are 7 elements in the cultural elements, namely language, religion, art, livelihood, kinship system, social system, and knowledge, although later in the scientific realm researchers often disagree. Related to Watugunung's story, this story is actually a myth that has been very thick in the life of the Javanese people. The community views that this story is part of the pattern of their daily lives [3].

The basic pattern in everyday life that you want to achieve is urip tentrem kerta and raharja or peaceful, happy and peaceful life. To make it happen there are a number of things that must be heeded. First, personal conditions, namely the system of birth and inner order. Second, attitudes and behavior in interacting with family and society. Third, attitudes and behavior towards the natural environment. The third thing is the key to the safety of human life on this earth [4]. To convey this message is not easy because it must be repeated several times in several ways. For example like this
This condition requires humans to realize by taking concrete actions. The natural environment, where humans live, is a very important thing to note. Understanding the natural environment must be from the lowest point, namely understanding and controlling the human person itself which consists of lust, emotions and behavior or actions. Javanese humans must understand the understanding of this situation [5]. Knowledge of human life that must be in harmony, harmonious and balanced with the natural environment can be carried out in accordance with methods and culture[6]. The purpose of this research is to reveal the function and philosophical meaning behind this story which is full of moral and philosophical knowledge of its people.

2. METHOD

The natural environment, is a sign of meaningful life. The marker is the dynamics of the life of the tool itself [7]. Folklore is a living cultural monument. The Watugunung story in the Babad Tanah Jawi also has a story structure, where the elements consist of the storyline, storyline, story arrangement, story theme, message and the meaning of the story [8]. As a cultural monument this story certainly has a very high moral value.

Understanding is not easy. There is a broad knowledge to understand the local wisdom that accompanies folklore. In folklore there is also a story structure, where elements consist of storyline, storyline, story arrangement, story theme, function and meaning of the story [9]. The form of folklore passed down from generation to generation, does not have the name of the author, has many versions and variations, the expression of the story is very cliched, but behind that there are functions and philosophical meanings that are very deep.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Watugunung stories in several forms

In this discussion, the results and findings of the research are deductively, namely collecting a number of opinions from the results of research that has been done before. Javanese people have long known the tradition of writing. With this tradition of writing, Javanese society records all its activities and knowledge in a number of old manuscripts. The old text became a storehouse of endless knowledge. In this study discussed the myth of Watugunung which is part of the Babad Tanah Jawi. To complete his statement supported by the Pawakon book written by Djoko Mulyono (1993)[10] and the Primbon Betaljemur Adamnakna by Soemodidjojo (2008) [11]. The Babad Tanah Jawi (or BTJ) book used in this discussion is the Babad Tanah Jawi (or BTJ) book written by Ng. Kertapradja which has been translated and given a statement by JJ Ras (1987)[12], [13]. These three books discuss Watugunung in different positions or points of view.
of the BTJ story

|--------------------------------------|--------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

From the data above, it can be seen that the position of the Watugunung story in the Babad Tanah Jawi is not the same as the position in the other two books. In the Babad Tanah Jawi the position of the Watugunung story is the second story that begins the calculation of wuku or astrology in the Babad Jawa. But the unique explanation of astrology knowledge does not appear, which is only the beginning of the appearance of wuku in Javanese society. The story of the cause of the appearance of the explanation described is rather long. Things that are very different in the other two books. The other two of us explain about the use of wuku in everyday life. Even showing the thirty wuku completely. The thirty names of the wuku are Watugunung, Sinta, Landep, Wukir, Kurantil, Tolu, Gumbreg, Warigalit, Warigagung, Julungwangi, Sungson, Gelungan, Kuningan, Langkir, Mandhasia, Julungpujud, Pahang, Kuruwelut, Marakeh, Tambir, Madhangkungan, Maktal, Wuye, Manail, Prangbakat Bala, Wugu, Wayang, Kulawu, Dhukut.

3.2 Function of the Watugunung story in the Babad Tanah Jawi

On the basis of a search of the Babad Tanah Jawi, the Watugunung story is placed in the second part of the series of stories in the Babad Tanah Jawi. The function of the story explicitly does provide entertainment, but it is realized or not, a story or one that is included in a literary work besides having a function as entertainment also functions for education or knowledge, what is termed dulce et utile [14]. The Watugunung story in the Babad Tanah Jawi serves as a complement to the description of knowledge possessed by Javanese people. The names of the wuku in daily life are used as markers of human characters born at certain times. This knowledge of wuku and human character will dominate other books that discuss human life.

| Tabel 3. Watugunung function in Babad Tanah Jawi |
|---------------------------------|----------------|------------------------------------------------|
| Name of story                  | Position        | The function of the Watugunung story in the Babad Tanah Jawi |
| Genealogy of the gods inside Babad Tanah Jawi. | First & second paragraph in BTJ | Opening the story, about the origins of the gods, in the genealogy of the gods, Continued with the issue of the struggle for beautiful women between father and son. |
| Followed by stories of problems in the Gilling-wesi kingdom in the Babad Tanah Jawi | The 3rd paragraph to the 25th paragraph | This paragraph contains: |
|                                |                | - description of the king of Gilling-wesi who has two wives namely goddess Sinta and goddess Landhep, and 30 sons of both wives. |
|                                |                | - description of the story of incest experienced by the goddess Sinta knowing that her husband was his son who was driven away. |
|                                |                | - King Giling-wesi's description invades heaven and must be defeated by Lord Vishnu. |
|                                |                | - description of the king of Milingwesi who does not want to return to earth and asks all his children to be brought to heaven and because he is picked up every day for 30 times, then there have been 30 wuku names since then. |
From the data above, it can be seen that in the Babad Tanah Jawi the emphasis is on the basic issue of the emergence of the name of the 30 people. The description of the King of Millions and the situation and conditions in heaven are problems that dominate the story. The heavenly environment is the main focus besides the environment on earth.

3.3 The philosophical meaning of the story of Watugunung in the Babad Tanah Jawi.

One habit that is often carried out by Javanese people is to behave meticulously or be able to pay attention to something carefully and continuously. In explaining the knowledge of the world of astronomy (Javanese astronomy), Javanese people use the names of these wuku as a marker of human characters born at a certain time with all sides of good and bad. The aim is to achieve happiness and peace of life and maintain harmony in life that exists on earth and in other realms or which is often referred to as a balance between the macrocosm and the microcosm. In the case of Watugunung, the goddess Sinta learned that her son was her husband, to avoid collision, the goddess Sinta suggested that her son Watugunung invade heaven.

In the invasion Watugunung can be defeated by dewa Wisnu. Dewi Sinta requested that her husband be revived. Watugunung was indeed revived but Watugunung did not want to return to earth, even asking that all twenty-seven of his sons be appointed to heaven. Pickup is done every Ngahad day. Finally the Watugunung family was enshrined to be the name of the wuku in Javanese astrology.

From the meaning of the story, there was one incident of sin (mistake) which was done accidentally because it did not know. Errors that occur accidentally can happen to everyone, because humans must be careful in living their lives [15]. Wuku is a marker for one's character. It is hoped that by understanding the calculation of life depicted in wuku, humans are able to live in harmony with the natural environment and society.

The strong philosophical meaning in the Watugunung story of the Babad Tanah Jawi is a part of the story that involves the earth, sky and humans. Earth and sky, are two natural environments that are conveyed through this Watugunung story. Watugunung is the ruling king on earth. One time the Giling-Wesi kingdom had a big disaster, like this quote,


Translated into:

At that time the Giling-Wesi kingdom had great difficulties. Many small people were damaged (morally), and experienced food shortages. Frequent eclipses of the sun or moon. Rain is out of season, earthquakes occur seven times a day. This all shows that the Milingwesi country is heading towards destruction (BTJ/7)

The above quote illustrates the natural condition, which is on earth damaged by human behavior. The bad behavior can only be known in the next part, when the goddess Sinta knows who is actually Watugunung. Regret alone won't end the problem. For this reason, we need to find a way to purify ourselves by moving from the realm of birth to the inner world, with the analogy of nature being born on earth and nature being born in the sky.

4. CONCLUSION

The conclusion of this study is the Watugunung story is a story that conveys a message. The story message is behind the story function, which seeks to be used as a learning tool, about knowledge of local wisdom from a certain scope and time. The scope of human life, at a certain time which is limited by cultural markers. Local wisdom that carries the knowledge of the position of the human person as a lower vane layer that must synergize with family and society and the natural environment, as the highest element. Elements of the earth and celestial bodies, as well as human actions (such as unintentional mistakes) are a series of philosophical meanings to convey that humans want to respect and preserve the natural environment which is a place for humanity to live. The meaning is built from human understanding in stages and depth from one sign in events to another event. Watugunung the goddess Sinta is a figure who made a mistake accidentally. Therefore, it is necessary to re-purify
human life to keep the natural environment from being damaged. This story invites the reader to empathize with human life and maintain the natural environment well in order to achieve a good peace of life.
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